How To Recruit Webcam Models and Agents
I will show you below how I got started and some of the things I did to promote models
and agents. Not all worked but I tried them all. I was new and wanted to make a lot of
money. I new this was a great opportunity to makes some real cash. I could not believe I
could make money like this without spending money, but it's free for anyone to join. You
can join and start making money as soon as you get your affiliate link in front of as
many people as you can.
I remember the first model that signed up under me. The next month, I got a check for
$647 in the mail and another one the following month for $700. I was in shock of how
much these models can make and the thought in my mind was, I can quit my day job
with just ten webcam models under me, not counting any agents under me which I make
money from them also.
Do you see what I seen many years ago? That's why I try to get my websites, ads, and
affiliate link in front as many people as I can. I want you to have the same chance as I
have, plus I wanted to make money.
Everyone is not created equal, meaning some may be more suucessful than others
because they see many ways to promote to make money. Motivated agents will make
you a lot of money. Motivated cam models will make you a lot of money.
Don't get me wrong, I want you to have the same chance as I have, but I also want to
make knoey.
What better way to make money having others under you.
Your Future Percentages...
If you have ten models under you making $1000 to $4000 a week, you get 10% of that.
A Model that makes $1000 a week = your 10% of $1000 = $100 for you.
10 Models that makes $1000 a week = your 10% of $10,000 = $1000 for you.
A motivated model can make up to $4000 or much more depending on how much time
she works on cam.
One model making $4000 a week = your 10% of $4000 = $400 for you.
Ten models making $4000 a week = your 10% of $40,000 = $4000 for you.
The percentages could go on and on. If you're a motivated webmaster that doesn't mind
working to achieve your goals in life, you'll make a lot of money. I'm a dreamer that
some times only dream about making a ton of money and some times I would act on my
dreams and this has paid off. You will never know unless you try something if will or
will not work. Become Model Agent Today!
Read The Benefits Of Becoming A Model Recruit On The Next Page...
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Become An Agent
Become an agent for Internet Modeling, and make money recruiting models and
promoting their live shows and videos. Our webcam model affiliate program pays agents
a 10% lifetime revenue share from all earnings their models receive while working with
us. We also pay $25 for every new VIP member referred to our webcam network, and
35% commission for every video sold through an agent's link. Commissions are paid
weekly by Paxum, direct deposit, or check. Webcam models can also become agents,
and make extra money referring their friends.

Models referred by our agents get the following benefits:
• 70% net payout for webcam shows, videos, and personal item sales.
• Best webcam sites to work for with 10 million+ visitors a day.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly payments by check, direct deposit, bank wire, or Paxum.
No fees, chargebacks, or weekly payout minimums.
Broadcasting on Macs, PC's, tablets or smartphones.
Work any hours they choose from any location, for as long as they like.
Screening and pre-hire assistance including validation of required documents.
Same pay as direct models (agent commissions are paid entirely by us).

On average, our webcam models make between $500 and $1,000 per week working 20
to 25 hours, with some models making much more. Based on that average, our agents
make $50 to $100 per week for each active model. Recruit 10 active models, and you
could make $500 to $1,000 or more each week. If you recruit 50 working models, you
could earn $100,000 or more per year. As an agent, you also earn a 10% commission for
referring other agents to us. So if an agent you referred earns $100,000 per year, your
commission would be $10,000.
We provide the most complete traffic and revenue statistics available with any affiliate
program. Our real time stats include unique visitors, detailed referrers for each visitor,
signups by referrer, conversion ratios, referred model status and earnings, referred agent
earnings, reports by day, date, week, month or year, and more.
Being an agent with Internet Modeling provides a recurring revenue stream from
webcam models and agents you recruit without having to run your own studio. All you
have to do is get models to complete our webcam job application, and we take care of
the rest! If you have any questions prior to signing up as an agent, please visit our Agent
FAQ page or contact us.
Become Model Agent Today!

Webcam Affiliate Program
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make 10% for referring models.
Make 10% for referring agents.
Make $25 for every VIP member.
Make 35% for each video sold.
Refer both models and agents.
Promote live shows and videos.

I don't understand why more model recruiters don't sign up to be a model agent. It's free,
so what are you waiting for. Just join and submit to some classifieds and start making
money. If you have a website, even better, just puts some text links and banners on your
site. The pay is crazy. This is a way to start your own modeling agency by just recruiting
new webcam models that work for you, plus, any agents under you. I have 20 agents
unser me that I make 10% of everything those agents makes. For every model under me,
I make 10% of everything they make for as long as they work for the cam site. Even the
models can make money by recruiting new cam models and agents. Where else can you
go to make this kind of money without any start up money, no where, only here on the
net.
You don't have to be a web designer with a bunch of websites, but it could help. There
are many ways to recruit new models and agents.
• 1: Have some business cards made with your affiliate link on them.
• 2: Place free ads on as many classifieds as you can with your affiliate link.
• 3: Word of mouth is another great way to recruit.
• 4: You can buy page views from ebay or on the net pointing to your affiliate link.
• 5: Facebook is a great social site, that you can post your ad on.
• 6: Twitter is another great social site, that you can tweet it out there.
• 7: Pinterest is really great because you can create pins with your affiliate link.
• 8: Use Fivver for promoting your affiliate link for only $7
• 9: This one is not the best way, but you can contact websites for a link placement.
• 10: You can run local ads in your new paper, or national ads.
• 11: There are cheap local free papers that you can use to promote.
• 12: Sign up for a free website and hosting and add your affiliate links and banners.
There are many more ways, just use your emagination.
Become A Recruiter Here! Or Become A Cam Model!

Become A Webcam Model and Recruiter and Double Your
Earnings
You can become a webcam model and a model recuiter. Make money performing and on
the side, recruit new cam models and webmasters. You'll not only make money
modeling but make a ton of money while other cam models and recruiters are working
under you.
Internet Modeling is a premier adult modeling agency recruiting and hiring webcam
models for the highest paying webcam jobs.
• 70% weekly payout with no chargebacks or minimums.
• Best cam sites to work for, with over 10 million visitors per day.
• Make money from tips, private chats, videos, and item sales.
• Work any time from anywhere on PC's, smartphones or tablets.
• We represent over 50,000 webcam models worldwide.
• 10% commission for referring other models (paid by us).
• Apply now, and start working immediately!
Read More Details Here!
JOIN US A LET'S MAKE MONEY

How To Recruit Models and Webmasters
1: At one time early as a model recruiter, I had business cards made with my website
link on the card. I picked a nice picture for the card, something exotic. I wanted the card
to stand out so I had them make the background a light purple. Everywhere I went I
would hand them out to hot girls that I thought would be perfect for cam modeling.
2: I placed many classifieds ads as I could find. I used Graig's List a lot, and posted in
many different ccities. I searched for free online classifieds and there was not many back
then, but now they are all over the net. Most keep your ad on for 3 months to 6 months
and they renew for a few times, meaning your ad will be on that site for many months
3: Word of mouth. I went up to many hot babes and told them they would make a good
webcam model. Most thought I was hitting on them and I was. This can be a great wat to
recruit if you have the art to cab, or a car salesman.
4: There are tons of ebay sellers selling page views/website views for as little as $3 and
up for 30 days of traffic and some 60 days. Now before you purchase from any ebay
seller, you should contact them first to make sure you can use an affiliate links beause
some of them wont accept an affiliate link.
5: Facebook. Create some facebook post with your affiliate link. Create your own
facebook group on this topic and create a following. This will get you models and
recruiters over time.
6: Twitter. Tweet your as off on twitter. Create some free images online and tweet them
with your affiliate link. Create a group and start making money.
7: The nice thing about pinterest, is you can create pins of your niche and add them for
others to save. I ave many pins on pinterest that many others are saving.
8: I use fivver a lot for many things. I use them for promoting my books, my book
covers, and book formatting. Recently I started using them to promote my modeling
recruiters affiliate link. Most only charge $5 and fivver charges a $2 fee for processing
which I think is bs, becaause their name is fivver meaning $5.
9: I tried to ask some website owners if I could place my link on their sites, but this one
is a hard one, so I search for dump sites that don't ask for a back link, and posted many
of my affiliate links on them and today many of them are still on those sites.
10: In the early days, I placed many ads in news papers all around to united states, which
cost me an arm and leg. Now days, news paper ad are not as popular as in the early 90's.
11: This one was great in it's time. Small local news papers from small companies
created their own small news papers and gave them away free. Most are gone now.
12: There is many free websites and hosting on the net, use them.
Become Model Agent Today

Adult Email Marketing
I did not mention this one in the above promoting methods because I thought it should
be separate. Email marketing can be one of the best ways to promote your affiliate
links/website. You can use an online email account or pay someone on the net to
included your affiliate link. You can create an ad or they can create one for you. Some
offer a thousand emails to one million emails. Remember, if you send out a thousand
emails, you might get one to three signups, but a million emails could yield you a few
hundred signups. Creating an email list is very important to getting signups. This is my
number one way to promote other than having your own website/websites.
The one thing about adult email marketing, there's not many of them doing it. Here is
one Ynot Mail. Click Here To Check Them Out.
Adult Email Marketing doesn't have a lot of information showing what they have to
offer. On their site they ask for you to fill out a form to get started. Click Here.
There's not many adult email marketing going on, but I know ther's many more that I did
not find. Do a thorough Google search and you may find more.
If you have your own website/websites, you can purchase traffic views for almost
nothing on ebay for under $5. Most offer 200-300 daily visits for 30 days, and some 60
and even 90 days for a one time small fee. I buy traffic views from ebay every month for
some of my sites. It's much cheaper on ebay. When you buy traffic views from the
internet, you'll pay a lot more.

Free Hosting
Another great way to promote is, find free hosting and put up a simple landing page of
your ad. It can be simple if you don't know much about html/webdesign. I tried many of
these free web hosting accounts, only to find them disappearing after a couple of
months, loosing my sites. Many of these free adult hosting packages don't stay in
business very long. But some are still around and going strong. Do a Google search for
free adult hosting and you'll find them. Here is a list of free hosting providers.
If you have knowledge of html and know how to build and upload a website, you can
make many different landing pages. With your own website, you can join top sites, link
exchanges, and just contact a site owner to ask for an exhange. You place their link on
your site and they do the same for you. This is a great way to get exposure. If you get
lucky, you might link to one that really gets your site noticed. I use a lot of top sites and
this has proven to be a great promotional tool. Adult Directories are popular on the net
and most only require a back link. You can place you niche in a category. Go X
Directory and submit your adult site now.
Become Model Agent Today

Adult Webmasters Opportunities
Join this adult affiliate and get seven sex toy stores different niches. Seven white label
sex toy stores. More Information here.
Sex dolls are becoming mans new best friend and a booming business with no end in
sight, so why not get in while it's hot. Here you'll find many sex doll affiliates to join.
Phone Sex is still around, but not as much as it used to be. There still is a market for it.
Clcik here to get your free phone sex number.
Thank you for reading my free ebook and for more free adult affiliate rebrandable pdf
ebooks go to X Viral Monsters and get them all.

Adult Link Exchanges, Directories, and Top Sites
Below are many links to exchange links for mor exposure to your adult sites. All are free
to join rquiring a back link is the only thing they reqiure.
Adult Directory – Text Link and Description:
Fuckin Porn Directory – Text Link and Description:
Adult 2k – Text Link Only: Adding your link on Adult 2k, your link will go on multiple
sites.
Adult 5k – Text Link Only:
Top X Sites – 468X60 Banner Required:
Sexy Top Sites – 468X60 Banner Required:
Top It X – 88X31 Banner Rquired:
Plug A Site – Text Link Only 40 Characters:
Plug xxx – Text Link Only 40 Characters:
Plug It X – Text Link Only 40 Characters:
By going to any of the adult sites above, you'll be able to connect to over 35 other sites
that you can link to.
I own and maintain almost 100 adult sites and three times that many with adult sub sites.
Most of my adult sites have link exchanges on them.
I also have over 60 non adult sites.
A Link Out Directory
Top Link Trades – When you submit here your link will go on multiple sites also.
A list of my entire adult network of websites and sub sites here...
A list of my entire network of non adult websites and sub sites here...
Adult Hosting Providers...
Adult Business...

